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How to use ForexSpeedUp 

1) Please download the latest version of ForexSpeedUp by the link below: 

 http://www.fx-metropolis.com/files/ForexSpeedUp/ForexSpeedUp.zip 

2) Unzip the downloaded file to a folder on your hard drive.  

3) Run ForexSpeedUp.exe . 

4) When you first run the program, you will see next window:

 
Please describe how did you know about us and our program. It is very important for us.  

 
If you don't want to share this information, than press “Skip”. 

After that, the program performs its first run, and according to your system, it takes less that 1 

minute. 

5) When the program is lunched, you will see the main window of program: 

 
6) You should configure the program, to do this right click on the program and select “Open 

Settings Window” 

 
7) Next, you will see Settings window: 

http://www.fx-metropolis.com/files/ForexSpeedUp/ForexSpeedUp.zip
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The most important setting is MTFolder, if it is not set then you see "Invalid folder" red 

message. 

Select your MT terminal from the drop-down list. 

 
If you cannot find your terminal in the list then select "Custom" option and enter the root path 

of your MT4 or select it with "..." button. 
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Important: Microsoft added some restrictions to “Program Files” folder in Vista and Win 7. 

These restrictions may interfere ForexSpeedUp execution and it will not work. So that’s why we 

recommend to install your MT4 terminals outside of “Program Files” folder. For example you 

can install it to “C:\MT\<your broker name>” instead of “C:\Program Files\<your broker name>”.  

If you already have MT4 terminal in Program Files folder you can simply move its folder outside 

of Program Files (don’t forget to update shortcuts after this). 

8) Now you can work with program! 

Also you can configure some other options:  

- If you check “Always On Top” mode then the program will be shown "above" all other 

windows even when it does not have focus. 

 
- You can easily change the opacity of the window.  

 
- With the help or "Show orders" you can choose if you want to see the list of orders in the 

compact view: 

 
Important: you can only see the list of orders if your terminal is running at the moment and 

some orders are opened. 

9) You can drag program's window to any position on your screen, just grab the window at any 

point (except buttons and text boxes) and carry it to the desired place. 

10) If you need to close the program or adjust settings then please right click at any point of the 

program's window and choose an appropriate item from the context menu. 

11) The program consists of the horizontal “settings blocks” which allow opening orders of different 

currency pairs with predefined settings. 

To add new “settings block” press “New pair” button. 

 
After you do that you will see an empty block, please type the name of the pair into the box on 

the left and press “Set currency” 
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To delete one of the blocks click on the “X” button on the left. 

 
 

To change the currency of the block double-click on its name, type a new name and press “Set 

Currency” 

 
12) If StopLoss or TakeProfit is empty or equal to zero, then new order will be opened without 

StopLoss or TakeProfit levels. 

There are 3 ways how you can set StopLoss and TakeProfit levels: 

1. You can type the exact value of the level into appropriate fields (see the screenshot 

below). 

 
2. Using Price picker feature: 

 
I. Open new chart (if not exists) with a symbol which you plan to trade on and 

attach ForexSpeedUpEA  to this chart. After you attach it make sure that 

Experts are enabled and wait for “Price picker is working”. 

 
Note: You can open several other charts of the same currency pair with 

“ForexSpeedUp” EA attached, you will be able to see the price level on any of 

these charts. This makes sense if you are using several timeframes of one pair 

and want to see the price level on all of them simultaneously. 

II. When you need to pick the price from chart just double-click on the input field 

of StopLoss or TakeProfit in our program. 

If current value in this field is set to zero then the price picker will appear at the 

current price of a pair, otherwise it will appear at the price level which is equal 
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to the value of the input field. 

III. StopLoss will be shown as a red line on a chart and TakeProfit will be shown as 

a green line.  

IV. To move the price level, please, double-click on the line and drag it (like you do 

that with MT4 graphical objects). The level will be updated on all other charts 

with “ForexSpeedUp” EA attached. You will also see the current level value in 

our program. 

V. To apply SL/TP changes just delete the appropriate lines from the chart. 

You can also apply/cancel changes with the help right-click menu of the input 

field. 

 
При этом линии с графика так же пропадут. 

Note: You can use price picker feature on any of the charts with 

“ForexSpeedUp” EA attached, picker lines on all charts are synchronized. 

Important: When you use “BUY” or “SELL” buttons then current values of 

StopLoss and TakeProfit are applied to this new order. 

3. Also, you can define StopLoss and TakeProfit in pips. To do this follow the next steps: 

- open the settings window: 

 
- go to Pips tab, 

 
Choose “Use pips” and press “Save” button. 
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After that SL and TP levels for a new order will be calculated based on a current market 

price. For example if the current price is 1.00000, SL = 50pips, TP = 30pips then the Buy 

order will be opened with SL=0.99950 and TP = 1.00030. 

Note: 1 pip is always equal to 0.00001 (even if you are using 4 digits terminal). So please 

multiply SL an TP pip values by 10 if you’re using 4 digits broker. 

 

13) To open a new order just press "BUY" or "SELL" button, if your MT4 terminal is not launched 

then ForesSpeedUp will launch it to open the order. 

After the terminal is launched our EA will be able to start after the first received tick, when it 

starts you will see the message "EA is working fine" (it is shown on the screenshot below). 

Please make sure that experts are enabled. 

 

14) The program has the compact list of the opened orders.  

First column shows the alias (short name) of the symbol (You can change aliases in settings 

windows, on the “Aliases” tab). 

Second column shows number of the order. 

Third column shows lot of the order. 

Fourth column shows StopLoss of the order. 

Fifth column shows TakeProfit of the order. 

Sixth column shows open time (also in tooltip you can see date) of the order. 

Seventh column shows current profit of order. 

Eighth column contains the button which allows to close this order. 
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Important: If your order is long (buy) then order's row is shown in aquamarine, if the order is 

short (sell) then the row will have pink color. 


